
The Truncated ResponseThe Truncated Response

The teen goes into fight mode and is able

to fight off his assailants well enough

that his flight response is able to kick

into action and he is able to run away.

What if the fight or flight behaviours you see areWhat if the fight or flight behaviours you see are

actually a response 'stuck' in the nervous system?actually a response 'stuck' in the nervous system?

Imagine a teen who is walking alone

late at night, he is approached by two

older teens who try to attack him.

“A PERSON WHO ENCOUNTERS DANGER AND IS ABLE TO FULLY EXPRESS APPROPRIATE DEFENCE RESPONSES

MAY HAVE NO LONG-TERM CLINICAL EFFECTS. 

HOWEVER, A PERSON WHO HAS HAD HIS OR HER RESPONSES OBSTRUCTED WILL FIND THAT THE ENERGETIC

RESIDUES OF THESE LATER BECOME UNWELCOME INTRUDERS ON HIS OR HER AWARENESS.”

(CARRIGAN, 2014) 
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Here his 

 survival

responses

were

activated

and

effective.

His nervous

system was

able to

complete

the fight

and flight

survival

response. 

The Completed Fight/Flight ResponseThe Completed Fight/Flight Response

The teen in the example here will of course need some support after the attack, however, his survival responses

have been completed and therefore do not get stuck in his nervous system. The completed response is as follows:



  The child’s fight mode  

 kicks in but the urge to  

 fight is not safe or

effective, the parent is

too big and strong. The

fight mode is truncated

– it is stopped. 

now Imagine a young child who is regularly

physically hit and kicked by a parent.

The flight response is also activated

but she cannot flee, she is trapped.

The flight response is also stopped. 

The Truncated Fight/Flight ResponseThe Truncated Fight/Flight Response
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For this child, the only survival

mode they now have available

to them is to shut down inside

– to go into collapse. The

truncated fight and flight

responses are stuck, unfinished,

in the child's nervous system.

Stuck on a loop, children who have

not been able to fight or run away

from danger may find themselves

with an overwhelming body urge to

complete the truncated response. As

they grow older, they may

continually have the urge to fight

or run away. Their nervous system is

constantly trying to repair the

early experience by completing their

truncated responses. 

Physical violence is one of many

experiences which may create a

situation where a child’s survival

response is truncated. The truncated

response might also come about for

children whose emotional needs are

not met or who are facing any

other type of threat.

The incomplete response is as follows:The incomplete response is as follows:

  

the urge to complete the truncated responsethe urge to complete the truncated response



Running

Go karting

Martial arts

Boxing/Wrestling

Skateboarding 

Drumming

Swimming

Cycling

Rugby

Dancing

As adults we are understandably driven to prevent children from seeing through their

urges to fight or flee – after all it can look like ‘problematic, dangerous behaviour’, so

what can we offer to support a child to safely complete their truncated response? You

could try regular:

Providing repetitive, 

regular movements that safely see through the fight/flight urge that is stuck in their

nervous system can, over time, help to complete the truncated response.

Inspired by the findings of cutting edge trauma

research and clinical experience, this online

training offers participants an opportunity to 

re-frame the behaviour of troubled children so 

that we can understand their needs through 

the lens of Developmental Trauma. By 

Understanding Developmental Trauma, 

participants will Experience a renewed sense of

hopefulness and efficacy in creating change for

traumatised families.

In the heat of the moment of fight or flight, offer the child a safer alternative

(e.g. take them for a walk around the playground or garden)

Show empathy for the part of the child that wants to fight or flee (“I can see your

body really feels the need to push others away, that must be hard for you”)

Stay in connection (“I’m here, I’m with you”)

Deliver consequences without shame or anger (“It’s tough to be missing out because

of what happened, I can see that. How are you with that?”)

Normalise the urge (“Lots of children who have had stressful things happen to them

feel that their body wants to fight or run away”)

Developmental Trauma for ProfessionalsDevelopmental Trauma for Professionals    | £180 | ONline training| £180 | ONline training

how can we help a child to safely complete their truncated response?how can we help a child to safely complete their truncated response?

other top tips include: 

Book online at www.beaconhouse.org.uk/trainingBook online at www.beaconhouse.org.uk/training


